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In April 2007, NTT conferred the title of “NTT 
Fellow” on Dr. Takehiro Moriya and Dr. Tatsuaki 
Okamoto as part of its new fellow program 
launched in January 2007. This program was 
established to provide an environment and mech-
anism that will enable distinguished researchers 
to devote themselves wholeheartedly to innova-
tive and extremely advanced research themes in 
important technical fields related to NTT Group 
business.

At NTT Laboratories, the title of “NTT R&D 
Fellow” has been conferred on ten distinguished 
researchers as part of the existing fellow program. 
However, as “NTT R&D Fellow” has no influ-
ence on the research environment or treatment of 
a conferee, many top researchers have been seek-
ing new opportunities outside the NTT Group. By 
providing top-level researchers with a research 
environment and benefits that enable them to 
pursue advanced research activities on an ongo-
ing basis as an NTT employee, the new NTT Fel-
low program aims to raise the technical expertise 
of NTT Laboratories and improve the competi-
tive edge of the NTT Group, and by extension, to 
contribute to the advancement of information and 
communications technology (ICT) throughout 
the world.

A candidate for NTT Fellow must satisfy the 
following conditions.

- Have an excellent record of research accom-
plishments and be recognized as a leader in his or 
her scientific or technical field internationally

- Have an extremely high level of expertise as a 
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researcher and have made significant contribu-
tions to NTT technology and business

- Be likely to produce outstanding research 
achievements into the future as an innovative 
researcher in important scientific and technical 
fields

- Be of character appropriate for a researcher 
representing NTT

The following expectations are made of an 
NTT Fellow.

- Produce innovative and extremely advanced 
research results that enhance corporate value

- Through these results, contribute to NTT tech-
nology and business, Japanese society, and the 
betterment of mankind and global society

An NTT Fellow is to head a research team as a 
special research manager at NTT Laboratories 
with the mission of instigating a paradigm shift in 
NTT R&D and changing the world for the better. 
Furthermore, as a member of the highest echelon 
of researchers, an NTT Fellow is to be a role 
model for young NTT researchers.

To create “a future world of communication 
focused on people and the earth,” NTT Laborato-
ries is researching basic technologies to create 
new communication services and communication 
networks to support those services, as well as 
advanced basic technologies with an eye toward 
communication needs ten years into the future. 
The new NTT Fellow program is one of several 
new measures for stimulating activities at NTT 
Laboratories and accelerating the output of R&D 
results.


